THE WATERWORKS SPAS AND SAUNAS

HOW TO START THE
F.W. SALT SYSTEM
FILL HOT TUB & START UP
Attach the pre-filter to your garden hose and and begin
filling through filter area. Once there is 6" of water in
the tub, add the entire bottle of MetalGon.
Stop filling once the water level meets the bottom of
the pillows, and then power up the tub.

SHOCK HOT TUB
Ensure tub temperature is set as preferred.
Activate Jets on High.
Add approximately 1 tablespoon of granular chlorine
(based on gallons of the hot tub).
After 10 minutes, test water. (ideal range 5-10ppm
residual chlorine)

USE YOUR TUB!
Explore each seat, how to use the jets and find your
favorite setting!
This means playing with the jets and air valve
functions, and getting to know your spa controls and
lights.

SANITIZE AFTER EACH USE
Add 1-2 teaspoons of granular chlorine per adult after
each use, always adding chlorine to filter well while jets
are running on high for a minimum of 10 minutes (or
the Clean Cycle)

TEST FOR SANITIZER
Use FreshWater test strips, and follow the instructions.
Test for Free Chlorine (FCL). Target: 3-5ppm
If FCL isn't in the target range of 3-5 ppm, repeat dose
of granular chlorine and retest.
NOTE: Do not turn on salt system for first week. After
tub activity, use granular chlorine to sanitize.

BALANCE WATER
Use test strips to test for Alkalinity (target 80-120) and
pH (target 7.2-7.8).
First adjust Alkalinity to proper range using Spa Up or
Spa Down, keeping in mind that it takes 24 hours for
levels to adjust.
After Alkalinity is in range, repeat for pH.

SANITIZING AND TESTING ARE KEY TO HAPPY TUBBING!

VISIT US AT ALASKASPA.COM
or give us a call at 563-3848 and we're happy to help!
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DAY 7: ADD VANISHING ACT
Remove pillow from bag and rinse in sink before adding to
the hot tub. (IMPORTANT: See owners manual for correct
required placement to remove calcium.)
After 24 hours, Test for Calcium Hardness.
If CH is <100ppm remove vanishing act pillow and dispose.
IF CH level is still high, verify vanishing act pillow position,
run for 1 more day, then remove & dispose.

DAY 8: ADD SALT
With CH levels < 100ppm, you can now add salt.
Activate jets on high, and refer to salt system owners manual to
verify amount of salt to be added.
Add 1 cup of salt into the filter well at a time, using 1/2 cup less
than owners manual suggests. After 5 mins from adding the
final cup, test with salt test strips and on top side control to
verify salt levels.

DAY 8: TURN ON SYSTEM
After verifying salt levels, turn on the Fresh Water Salt
System and set to output level 10. Refer to owners
manual to clarify how to access the salt system menu.
Continue to use granular chlorine after each use as you
did in first week as it can take 36-72 hours for the FW
Salt system to produce chlorine residuals on its own.

DAY 9: TEST BEFORE USE
Test for Free Chlorine before using tub.
If FCL is 3-5ppm, discontinue using granular chlorine as
the salt system is now producing chlorine residual.
If FCL is less than 3-5ppm, leave output at 10 and add
granular chlorine after each use.

DAYS 10-12: TEST
BEFORE USE
If on Day 9, your FCL was under 3-5 ppm, continue
testing each day BEFORE using your tub.
(If your FCL was in the target range, disregard this step.)

ENJOY FRESHWATER
Stop using granular when your FCL tests at 3-5ppm
with the FreshWater salt system on.
Your checkup light will flash on Day 10 (and every 10
days after that). Reconfirm FCL levels every 10 days. We
suggest setting reminders in your calendar. Please see
owners manual for full details.

LOVE IT! PLEASE TELL YOUR FRIENDS. NEED HELP-JUST ASK!

VISIT US AT ALASKASPA.COM
or give us a call at 563-3848

